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METHODS FOR RESIDUAL PREDICTION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates generally to Three-Dimensional (3D) video processing. In

particular, the present invention relates to methods for residual prediction in 3D video

coding.

BACKGROUND

3D video coding is developed for encoding or decoding video data of multiple

views simultaneously captured by several cameras. Since all cameras capture the

same scene from different viewpoints, multi-view video data contains a large amount

of inter-view redundancy. To exploit the inter-view redundancy, additional tools such

as advanced residual prediction (ARP) have been integrated to conventional 3D-

HEVC (High Efficiency Video Coding) or 3D-AVC (Advanced Video Coding) codec.

The basic concept of the ARP in current 3DV-HTM is illustrated in Fig. 1. In

ARP, to ensure high correlation between residues of two views, motion parameter of

the current prediction unit (PU) of picture in current view is applied to the

corresponding block in a reference view picture to generate residual in the base view

to be used for inter-view residual prediction. The corresponding block in a reference

view picture is located by a derived disparity vector (DDV).

However, the current ARP is not a complete solution. Because the ARP scheme

in current HTM7.0 is only applied to the motion compensated prediction but not

applied to the disparity compensated prediction. Since current scheme is only applied

on inter-view residual prediction, current ARP can also be called as advanced inter

view residual prediction (AIVRP).

SUMMARY

In light of the previous described problem, an advanced temporal residual

prediction (ATRP) method is proposed to be applied for the disparity compensated

prediction.



Other aspects and features of the invention will become apparent to those with

ordinary skill in the art upon review of the following descriptions of specific

embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The invention can be more fully understood by reading the subsequent detailed

description and examples with references made to the accompanying drawings,

wherein:

Fig. 1 is a diagram illustrating the concept of current A P;

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating the concept of proposed ATRP;

Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating the derivation of the derived motion vector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The following description is of the best-contemplated mode of carrying out the

invention. This description is made for the purpose of illustrating the general

principles of the invention and should not be taken in a limiting sense. The scope of

the invention is best determined by reference to the appended claims.

When current prediction in reference list X (with X equal to 0 or 1) is the

disparity compensated prediction, i.e., the MV is pointing to an inter-view reference

picture, also called as a disparity vector, the proposed ATRP can be applied.

In the proposed ATRP, the motion parameter (disparity vectors) of the current PU

is applied to a corresponding block in a temporal reference picture in the same view to

generate the reference residual in temporal direction. The corresponding block in a

temporal reference picture can be located by a derived motion vector (DMV), the

DMV is the MV of one reference block in the reference view, and the reference block

is located by current MV, also called as a disparity vector, or current DDV The

concept of proposed ATRP is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the derivation of DMV is

illustrated in Fig. 3 .

Specifically, the DMV is derived as follows:

Add the current MV/DV in list X or DDV to the middle (or other)

position of current PU to obtain a sample position, and find the reference block which

covers that sample location in the reference view.



- If the reference picture in list X of the reference block has the same

POC as one reference picture in current reference list X,

o The DMV is set equal to the MV in list X of the reference block

- Else if the reference picture in list 1-X of the reference block has the

same POC as one reference picture in current reference list X

o The DMV is set equal to the MV in list 1-X of the reference block

- Else, the DMV is set equal to a default value such as (0, 0) pointing to

the temporal reference picture in list X with the smallest reference index.

Alternatively, the DMV can also be derived as follows:

- Add the current MV/DV in list X or DDV to the middle position of

current PU to obtain a sample position, and find the reference block which covers that

sample location in the reference view.

- If the reference picture in list X of the reference block has the same

POC as one reference picture in current reference list X,

o The DMV is set equal to the MV in list X of the reference block

- Else, the DMV is set equal to a default value such as (0, 0) pointing to

the temporal reference picture in list X with the smallest reference index.

In the above two DMV derivation methods, the DMV can be scaled to the first

temporal reference picture (in term of reference index) in the reference list X.

The proposed ATRP method described above can be used in a video encoder as

well as in a video decoder. Embodiments of ATRP method according to the present

invention as described above may be implemented in various hardware, software

codes, or a combination of both. For example, an embodiment of the present

invention can be a circuit integrated into a video compression chip or program codes

integrated into video compression software to perform the processing described herein.

An embodiment of the present invention may also be program codes to be executed

on a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) to perform the processing described herein. The

invention may also involve a number of functions to be performed by a computer

processor, a digital signal processor, a microprocessor, or field programmable gate

array (FPGA). These processors can be configured to perform particular tasks

according to the invention, by executing machine-readable software code or firmware

code that defines the particular methods embodied by the invention. The software

code or firmware codes may be developed in different programming languages and

different format or style. The software code may also be compiled for different target
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platform. However, different code formats, styles and languages of software codes

and other means of configuring code to perform the tasks in accordance with the

invention will not depart from the spirit and scope of the invention.

The invention may be embodied in other specific forms without departing from

its spirit or essential characteristics. The described examples are to be considered in

all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. To the contrary, it is intended to

cover various modifications and similar arrangements (as would be apparent to those

skilled in the art). Therefore, the scope of the appended claims should be accorded

the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and similar

arrangements.



CLAIMS
1. A method of residual prediction for multi-view video coding or 3D video

coding.

2 . The method as claimed in claim 1, a motion or disparity parameter of a

current Prediction Unit PU is applied to a corresponding block in a temporal reference

picture in the same view to generate a reference residual.

3 . The method as claimed in claim 2, the corresponding block in the temporal

reference picture is located by a derived motion vector (DMV).

4 . The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the DMV is a motion vector

(MV) of one reference block in a reference view.

5 . The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the reference block is located

by the MV or disparity vector of the current PU.

6 . The method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the reference block is located

by a derived DV (DDV) of the current PU.

7 . The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the DMV is derived according

to a specific method.

8. The method as claimed in claim 3, the DMV is always scaled to a first

temporal reference picture.

9 . The method as claimed in claim 3, the DMV is scaled to one temporal

reference picture.

10. The method as claimed in claim 4, when the DMV, the MV of a reference

block in the reference view, is unavailable, a default MV is used, and the default MV

is a zero MV with reference picture index=0.

11. The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the DMV is set equal to the

MV of a spatial/temporal neighboring block of the current PU.

12. The method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the DMV is signaled explicitly

to a decoder.

13. The method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the corresponding block in a

temporal reference picture is a co-located bock with a derived motion vector equals to

zero.

14. The method as claimed in claim 1 is applied when current prediction is

disparity compensated prediction.

15. The method as claimed in claim 1 cannot be applied when current



prediction is motion compensated prediction.

16. The method as claimed in claim 2, the reference residual is used to predict

a residual of disparity compensated prediction.

17. The method as claimed in claim 1, a flag is signaled in each Coding Unit

(CU) or PU to control the on/off/weighting of Advanced Residual Prediction (ARP),

when the flag is enabled and motion compensated prediction is performed, advanced

inter-view residual prediction (AIVRP) is applied, when the flag is enabled and the

disparity compensated prediction is performed, advanced temporal residual prediction

(ATRP) is applied.

18. The method as claimed in claim 1, wherein a flag is signaled in a bitstream

to control On/Off/weighting.

19. The method as claimed in claim 17, wherein the flag is explicitly signaled

in a sequence, view, picture or slice level, and slice header, or the flag is signaled in

sequence parameter set (SPS), video parameter set (VPS), or adaptive parameter set

(APS).

20. The method as claimed in claim 17, the flag is implicitly derived.

21. The method as claimed in claim 17, a weighting parameter is used to

control the weighting of the reference residual.

22. The method as claimed in claim 21, the weighting is ½ and the reference

residual is divided by 2 .

23. The method as claimed in claim 1, the on/off/weighting flag is inherited in

merge mode.

24. The method as claimed in claim 23, when a merge candidate is chosen, in

addition to the motion parameters, the on/off control/weighting flag is also inherited

from a selected candidate.
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